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HyperDock adds a welcome feature to your dock: select individual
application windows by simply moving your mouse. Improved playback

Realistic music and video playback in games and applications. More
features - a little more work. Ultrathin, lightweight and elegant, the

UltrathinKit Dock provides the world's thinnest iPhone docking station.
You can use it as a regular docking port for iPhone and iPad, as a
decorative device or as a workstation, for example. Ultrastick App

Tablet Kit is perfect for any device. For working at a computer (from
175 to 350 mm), at a computer, laptop and smartphone. With an ultra-

slim docking station and an ultra-slim keyboard, you can look elegant, as
if the device fits into a clutch or bag. Stylish and comfortable! Photo
software developers have created two new applications to help you

optimize your digital imaging experience. Microsoft has released the
Barnes & Noble Nook Color e-book, which has 16 GB of memory and

runs on the Windows 8 operating system. The new Windows 10
operating system allows users to completely change their home network
settings and manage their devices with a single password. Thanks to this,
you can configure local and remote networks for work without entering

a password. Online stores provided the opportunity to purchase
computers with Windows 10 pre-installed, as well as desktops and

laptops that need to install a new system. The computer manufacturer,
Lenovo, was involved in the release and installation. Samsung
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Electronics Corporation has announced new LED screens in its Smart
TV series, Electronista reports. The cost of the Microsoft Azure cloud
platform with cloud infrastructure and a set of entry-level services will

be from $90 per year for a vCenter domain, and for servers under
Azures, servers can provide the company with additional guarantees -
after the end of the lease, you can extend the service by renting it at a
reduced price . It is worth noting that Microsoft has never provided
organizations with their own servers. The company, in turn, does not

provide any guarantees regarding the operation of the Azuri services or
the availability of data. Microsoft will make changes to the BIOS
settings of its Surface RT and Surface Pro 2 tablets as part of the

2012-2013 notebook support period. As part of its plans, Microsoft will
begin rolling out an update to Windows 10 Pro in November. Reported
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